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Let X be a finite simply connected CW-complex of dimension n
X
such that n
*
()X)? Q is infinite dimensional.
We prove that under some hypothesis on the Poincare´ series of )X there exist positive numbers A and B such that
for any positive integer k we have
A
k
u~k)
k`nX~1
+
j/k`1
rkn
j
()X)
B
k
u~k
where u is the radius of convergence of the Poincare´ series of )X and u~1’1. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a finite simply connected CW-complex. One important question concerns the
behaviour of the sequence of integers (rkn
j
()X) )
j*1
. The dichotomy theorem in rational
homotopy theory [5] asserts that either X is elliptic which means that
dimn
*
()X) ?Q(R, or the sequence (+k
j/1
rkn
j
()X))
k*1
increases exponentially with
k and then X is called hyperbolic. For hyperbolic spaces, Halperin [7] proved the following:
If X is hyperbolic of dimension n
X
then for every positive integer k we have
k`nX~1
+
j/k`1
rkn
j
()X)*1. (1)
Moreover, Halperin conjectures that the sum in (1) increases exponentially with k.*
In this paper we prove this conjecture under some additional assumption. Denote by
)(z) :"+=
k/0
dimH
k
()X;Q)zk the Poincare´ series of )X, and by u the radius of conver-
gence of this series. We consider the following analytic hypothesis (AH):
Assume that 0(u(1 and that there exists a polynomial Q3C[z] such that Q(z)) (z)
is the expansion at the origin of an analytic function with no zero in a disk Dz D(r for
some r’u.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM A. ‚et X be a finite simply connected C…-complex of dimension n
X
. If the
condition (AH) holds then there exist positive numbers A and B such that for every positive
*Recently, Fe´lix, Halperin and Thomas have proved that the sequence (1) has a growth greater than polynomial
(‘‘Croissance surpolynomiale des groupes d’homotopie des espaces hyperboliques’’, preprint, Universite´ Cath-
olique de Louvain-la-Neuve, 1997).
integer k we have
A
k
u~k)k`n
X~1
+
j/k`1
rkn
j
()X)
B
k
u~k.
Remarks. 1. The condition 0(u(1 is equivalent to X being hyperbolic [4].
2. The second part of the condition (AH) is equivalent for )(z) to be meromorphic
without zero on an open set containing the closure of the disk of convergence.
3. The condition (AH) holds for any finite hyperbolic 2-cone [9]. This fact contrasts
with Anick’s theorem on existence of finite 2-cones with irrational Poincare´ series [1].
4. We do not know if there exists an hyperbolic finite CW-complex for which the
hypothesis (AH) is not true.
The strategy of the proof of Theorem A is the following:
First step: Using techniques introduced by I. K. Babenko, we prove that rkn
k
()X )"
p(k)u~k/k#O(r~k), where p (k) is the kth Newton’s polynomial related to the zeros of the
polynomial Q.
Second step: By a combinatorial argument, we prove that there exists an integer N such
that for all integer k there is j with 1)j)N and Dp(k#j ) D*1; for this step we don’t need
the assumption that X is finite.
‚ast step: Using Sullivan models and Gottlieb evaluation subgroups, we prove that we
can take N"n
X
!1.
These three steps are developed, respectively, in Sections 2—4.
2. A FORMULA FOR rkn
j
()X )
Throughout this paper, X will be a simply connected CW-complex of finite type, )(z)
will denote the Poincare´ series )(z)"+=
k/0
dimH
k
()X;Q)zk and u the radius of conver-
gence of the series. Put a
k
"rkn
k
()X ). As a consequence of Cartan—Serre—Milnor—Moore
theorem and Poincare´—Birkhoff—Witt Theorem [11], we have
)(z)" =<
k/1
(1#z2k~1)a2k~1
(1!z2k )a2k . (2)
On the other way we have the following formula due to Babenko [2]:
=
+
i/1
a
i
zi" =+
i/1
k (i)
i
log ()(!(!z)i ))
where k is the Mo¨bius function (k (1)"1, k (p
12pm )"(!1)m if p1 ,2 , pm are distinct
prime numbers, and k (n)"0 if n is not square-free).
PROPOSITION 1. If the hypothesis (AH) holds then there exist complex numbers w
1
,2 , wm
of modulus 1, real numbers r’u and e’0 such that for any positive integer k we have
K rknk ()X )!
p (k)
k
u~k K)e ) r~k
where p (k)"wk
1
#2#wk
m
.
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Proof. Denote by z
1
,2 , zm the zeros, counted with multiplicity, of modulus u
of the polynomial Q which appears in the hypothesis (AH). Thus the function
g(z) :")(z) )<m
j/1
(1!z/z
j
) is holomorphic and has no zero in the closed disk Dz D)r
for some r’u. The Taylor series of the logarithm of )(z) is
log)(z)"! m+
j/1
log (1!z/z
j
)#log g(z)
" =+
k/1
p (k)
k
u~kzk# =+
k/1
c
k
) r~kzk (3)
where p (k)"(u/z
1
)k#2#(u/z
m
)k and (c
k
)
k|N
is a bounded sequence of complex
numbers.
On the other hand, formula (2) gives
log)(z)" =+
k/1
(!1)k`1a
k
log(1!(!z)k )
" =+
k/1
(!1)k`1a
k
=
+
j/1
A!
(!z)jk
j B
" =+
l/1
(!1)lq(l ) zl
l
, (4)
where q (l)"+
k D l
(!1)kka
k
with the sum taken over the positive divisors of l. Combining
formulas (3) and (4), we get
(!1)kq (k)
k
"p (k)
k
u~k#c
k
) r~k. (5)
By applying the Mo¨bius inversion formula to the definition of q (k) we have
(!1)kka
k
"+
l Dk
k(k/l )q (l ),
and thus
a
k
"(!1)k
k
q(k)#(!1)k
k
+
l Dk ; l)k@2
k (k/l)q (l). (6)
A straightforward computation using equation (5) and the boundedness of the sequences
(p(k))
k
and (c
k
)
k
yields
K
(!1)k
k
+
l Dk ; l)k@2
k (k/l) q(l ) K)C(Ju)~k (7)
where C is a constant independent of k.
Without any loss of generality we can assume that r(Ju, and combining formulas
(5)—(7) we get
K ak!
p (k)
k
u~k K)e ) r~k
where e is independent of k. j
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Remarks. (1) r can be chosen as any number for which (AH) is true and such that
r3 ]u, Ju[.
(2) Denote by p
1
,2 , pm the poles of modulus u of )(z), then Mw1 ,2 ,wmN"
Mu ) p~1
1
,2 ,u ) p~1m N.
COROLLARY 2. If the hypothesis (AH) holds then
=
+
k/1
a
k
) zk"!log P (z)#g(z) (8)
where P (z) is a non-constant polynomial whose every zero is of modulus u and g (z) is
a holomorphic function on the disk Dz D)r for some r’u.
Proof. Put P(z)"<m
j/1
(1!z )w
j
/u) where w
1
,2 , wm are the complex numbers in
Proposition 1. The Taylor series of !log P (z) is +=
k/1
(p (k)/k)u~kzk, and if we put
g(z) :"+=
k/1
(a
k
!(p(k)/k)u~k)zk, then by Proposition 1 the radius of convergence of the
series g (z) is greater than r. j
3. BEHAVIOUR OF THE SEQUENCE Dp (k) D
In this section we prove the following
PROPOSITION 3. ‚et w
1
,2 ,wm be complex numbers of modulus 1 and put p (n)"
(w
1
)n#2#(w
m
)n. „hen there exists a positive integer N such that for any k*1 there exists
an integer n3[k, k#N] such that Dp (n) D*1.
To prove this proposition we need a lemma. For x a real number, denote by [x] the biggest
integer less than or equal to x, and put MMxNN"x![x]!1/2.
LEMMA 4. ‚et /
1
,2 ,/m be real numbers and d@’0. „hen there exists a positive integer
N such that for any k*1 there exists an integer n3[k, k#N] such that DMMn )/
j
NND)d@ for
all j"1,2 , m.
Proof. Let M be an even positive integer such that 1/M(d@. In order to make the proof
clearer we introduce the following notations
v(n):"(MMn/
1
NN ,2 , MMn/mNN)3[!1/2, 1/2[m;
KM :"MkM "(k
1
,2 , km )3Nm such that 0)k1 ,2 , km(MN;
I(kM ):"C
k
1
M
!1
2
,
k
1
#1
M
!1
2 C]2]C
k
m
M
!1
2
,
k
m
#1
M
!1
2 CL [!1/2, 1/2[m,
for kM "(k
1
,2 , km )3KM .
This defines a partition of the cube [!1/2, 1/2[m into Mm ‘‘boxes’’ I (kM ) indexed by the
kM 3KM . Some of this boxes are visited by the sequence (v(n))
n|N
, and we denote by KM
7*4
the
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set of corresponding indices:
KM
7*4
:"MkM 3KM : there exists n3N such that v (n)3I(kM )N.
We define the function ‘‘first visit of a box’’ by
q :KM
7*4
PN, kM >minMn3N : v (n)3I (kM )N,
and all the visited boxes are visited before the time
N :"maxMq (kM ) : kM 3KM
7*4
N(R.
Let k*1 and denote by kM
*
the unique element in KM
7*4
such that v (k#N )3I (kM
*
). Put
n"k#N!q (kM
*
). Since v (k#N ) and v (q(kM
*
) ) belong both to I(kM
*
), an easy verification
shows that
v (n)"v (k#N )!v (q(kM
*
) )3[!1/M, 1/M[]2][!1/M, 1/M[.
This implies that DMMn )/
j
NND)d@, and on the other hand n3[k, k#N] because
0)q (kM
*
) N. j
Proof of the Proposition. When m"1 then Dp (k) D"1 for any k*1. Suppose that m*2.
By a continuity argument, there exists d’0 such that if b
1
,2 ,bm are complex numbers
with Db
j
!1 D(d for all 1)j)m, then D+m
j/1
b
j
D*1. Choose real numbers /
j
such that
w
j
"exp (2in/
j
), and put d@"d/2n. For these /
j
’s and this d@, there exist an integer
N satisfying the statement of the lemma: for any k*1 there exists an integer n3[k, k#N]
with DMMn )/
j
NND(d/2n, and therefore Dwn
j
!1 D"Dexp (2inn/
j
)!1 D)d for 1)j)m. By
the choice of d this implies that Dp (n) D*1. j
The following theorem is about ranks of homotopy groups of a space satisfying (AH),
without any assumption of finiteness.
THEOREM 5. ‚et X be a simply connected C…-complex of finite type. If the hypothesis
(AH) holds then there exist positive numbers A and B and a positive integer N such that for all
integer k we have
A
k
u~k)k`N+
j/k
rkn
j
()X )
B
k
u~k
Proof. Recall the formula of Proposition 1:
K rknk()X )!
p (k)
k
u~k K)e ) r~k. (9)
By Proposition 3, there is an integer N such that for all k*1 we have
1)k`N+
j/k
Dp (k) D)m ) (N#1).
Combining this inequality with formula (9) and using the fact that ke(u/r)k tends to zero as
k tends to infinity, we get easily the theorem. j
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4. GOTTLIEB ELEMENTS
Gottlieb has defined in [6] the evaluation subgroups G
n
(X)Ln
n
(X). A homotopy class
[ f ] belongs to G
n
(X) if there exists a homotopy-commutative diagram
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem A and the following
THEOREM 6. ‚et X be a finite simply connected C…-complex of dimension n
X
. „hen for
every positive integer k we have
rkn
k
()X ) rkG
k`1
(X)#n
X~1
+
i/1
rkn
k`i
()X ) ) dimH i`1 (X ; Q).
COROLLARY 7. ‚et X be a finite simply connected space of dimension n
X
. „hen there exists
a positive integer n
0
such that for n*n
0
and k*n there exists i with 1)i)n
X
!1 such that
rkn
k`i
()X )* rknn()X )
(dimH* (X ;Q) )k~n`1
.
Proof. Since X is of finite Lusternik—Schnirelmann category, the vector space G
*
(X
0
) is
finite dimensional [3] where X
0
is the rationalization of X, and therefore there exists
n
0
such that G*n0
(X
0
)"0. As X is finite, we have also rk G
n
(X)"0 for n*n
0
[10], and
Theorem 6 gives the following formula:
rkn
n
()X ) max
1)i)nX~1
(rkn
n`i
()X ) ) ) dimH* (X; Q)
which establishes the corollary for k"n. An easy induction on k achieves the proof. j
For the proof of Theorem 6, we use Sullivan models ([13, 8] are standard references, and
a good summary is given in [3]). We simply recall here some notations. If » is a graded
vector space over Q, we denote by ?» the free commutative graded algebra generated by
». To each space X is associated a differential commutative graded algebra A
PL
(X), where
A
PL
is the PL-forms functor. A minimal model for a simply connected space X is a quasi-
isomorphism o: (?», d ) K&"A
PL
(X ) such that d (» )L?*2». We have isomorphisms
H (?», d ):H* (X;Q) and » n:hom(n
n
(X ),Q).
Let (?», d ) be a minimal model for a simply connected space X. Denote by Der
n
(?»)
the vector space of derivations of the algebra (?») that decrease the degree by n. We put
Z Der
n
(?», d )"Mh3Der
n
(?» ) : hd!(!1) Dh Ddh"0N.
Fe´lix and Halperin defined the vector space
G
n
(?», d )"M f3hom(»n,Q): &h3ZDer
n
(?», d ) s.t.hD» n"f N.
They proved that G
n
(X
0
):G
n
(?», d ), where X
0
is the rationalization of X. Moreover
dimG
*
(X
0
) cat (X
0
) where cat is the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category [3], and
G
*
(X
0
)"G
*
(X ) ?Q when X is a finite CW-complex [10].
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Theorem 6 is thus a translation of the following
PROPOSITION 8. ‚et (?», d ) be a simply connected minimal model such that
dimH (?», d )(R. Denote by H*"H (?», d ) and r"supMk3N :H kO0N. „hen for each
positive integer n, we have
dim » n)dimG
n
(?», d )#r~1+
k/1
dim» n`k )dim Hk`1.
Proof. Let h
k
be an element of Z Der
n
(?(»:n`k), d ). A classical obstruction argument
shows that one can extend h
k
into a derivation h
k`1
3Z Der
n
(?(»)n`k), d ) if and only if
t
k
"0, where t
k
is the linear map defined as the composite
» n`k dP(?(»:n`k))n`k`1Wim d hk&"(?(»:n`k) )k`1Wker d nPH k`1
(where n : ker dPH* is the canonical projection).
To describe more precisely these obstructions, define
#
1
: hom(» n,Q) :&"Z Der
n
(?(»:n`1), d )
by #
1
( f ) D
Vn
"f and
(
1
: hom(» n,Q)Phom(» n`1,H2 ), f>n °#1 ( f ) ° d.
Thus (
1
( f ) is the obstruction to extend f into a derivation h
2
3Z Der
n
(?(»:n`2), d ), and
therefore there exists a linear map
#
2
: ker(
1
PZ Der
n
(?(»:n`2), d )
such that #
2
( f ) D
Vn
"f. In the same way, we can define by induction linear maps
(
k
: ker(
k~1
Phom(» n`k,Hk`1), f>n °#k ( f ) ° d,
and
#
k
: ker(
k~1
PZ Der
n
(?(»:n`k), d )
such that #
k
( f ) D
Vn
"f.
We have ker(
k
LG
n
(?(»)n`k ), d ) and (Y
k|N0
ker(
k
LG
n
(?», d ) ). On the other
hand H*"H)r, and thus ker (
k
"ker(
r~1
for k*r!1. So dim ker(
r~1
)
dim G
n
(?», d ). We have thus the following inequalities:
dim» n"dim hom(»n,Q)
"dim ker (
1
#dim im(
1
"dim ker (
2
#dim im(
2
#dim im(
1
"2
"dim ker (
r~1
#dim im(
r~1
#2#dim im(
2
#dim im(
1
)dim G
n
(?», d )#r~1+
k/1
dimhom(» n`k, H k`1 ) j
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Proof of „heorem A (conclusion). By Theorem 5 there exist A@’0 and N’0 such that
for any l*1 there exists an integer n such that
l)n)l#N and rkn
n
()X )*A@
n
u~n. (10)
Let k be any integer greater than n
0
#N, where n
0
is the integer in the statement of
Corollary 7, put l"k!N and choose an integer n such that (10) holds. Since k*n*n
0
,
by Corollary 7 there exists i with 1)i)n
X
!1 such that
rkn
k`i
()X )*rkn
n
()X )/(dimH* (X; Q))k~n`1
*A@
k
u~k A
u
dimH* (X; Q)B
N`1
.
Put AA :"A@ ) (u/dimH* (X;Q))N`1. We get
AA
k
u~k)k`n
X~1
+
j/k`1
rkn
j
()X ),
for any k*n
0
#N. Put A"min(AA,un0`N) and use Halperin’s formula (1) to prove that
the left hand side inequality of Theorem A is true for all integer k. The right hand side of the
inequality of Theorem A is a direct consequence of Theorem 5. j
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